The business behind the world’s brands

- **$50.8 billion** 2022 net sales
- **Ability to serve 90% of the global population**
- Operations in **61 countries** with **27K associates** covering **6 continents**
- Ship **1.5 billion units/year**
- **40 acquisitions** worth over **$2 billion** since 2012
- >**161K** and **1,500+ vendors**
- **Sales in 200 countries**
- **1,000+ software engineers**
- **86%** of tracked shipping cardboard in 2021 contained recycled materials
- **11 million square feet** across **134 logistics centers and service centers worldwide**
- **Score of 100%** on the Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s Corporate Equality Index
- >**24 million** active seats on Ingram Micro Cloud Marketplace